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WELCOME TO
THE FAMILY.
At Roswell, we strive to take the industry to the next level with all of our
products, tools, and services. That is our mission. To be ahead of our
time. To bring quality and performance to every aspect of every part
we build. We want you to love your time on the water with your friends
and family. That’s what it’s all about. That’s who Roswell is.
A Dream. A Brand. A Family.

Partnered with:

Wakeboarding and watersports have always inspired me. Having
run multiple businesses by the age of 18, starting Roswell back in
1998 when wakeboarding was in its infancy seems almost a
foregone conclusion in hindsight.
I have been fortunate to pursue my passion for boating and
watersports for nearly 20 years and in that time Roswell has
brought over 500 products to market.
We set out to define an industry, and we’re proud to say we’ve
made an impact.
Decades later, our products and their likeness can be seen on
boats throughout North America and around the world. To make
people’s lives better, that’s what Roswell was designed to do. And
we have. I’m proud of our products, our accomplishments, and
most importantly, our people. And I’m genuinely thankful to be a
part of the family.
We hope you enjoy using our products as much as we did
creating them.

Sincerely,

Robert Oswell
Chairman & CEO
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Why Roswell?
When Robert Oswell pioneered and patented the first shock absorbing tow rope pylon in his
garage in 1998, what he ultimately envisioned was an industry in its infancy, and that meant
innovation could thrive for decades to come. Driven by his passion for boating and
watersports, he would ultimately launch a global company which has defined many of the
marine products we all use and love today.

A brand. A family. A lifestyle.
Nearly two decades later, Roswell continues to be driven by a family culture whereby
innovation is not only encouraged but thrives. Everyone at Roswell is always pushing the
boundaries of the industry to make beautiful and functional products that make boating and
watersports a little more enjoyable each year.

Awards & Highlights
Roswell’s United States headquarters is located in Brevard County. An area commonly
referred to as the ‘Space Coast of Florida’ world renowned for it’s high tech sector associated
with space exploration. In 2015, Roswell was awarded Innovation Company Of The Year by the
Economic Development Committee of the Space Coast. In that same year, Boating Industry
magazine awarded Roswell’s Cybox as one of the industry’s Top Products.

Industry First Products
Roswell has proudly introduced many industry first products. Including everything from the
now patented foldable weightless system in a tower, cam lock systems and spinning tower
speakers.

Quality Without Compromise.
Our products are designed and engineered in the United States and Canada applying nearly
two decades of research, design, and development to each product we create. From our
towers to marine audio, quality is paramount to our people and our products.

Proven Performance.
Whether you’re depending upon a universal tower, or Neptunes (the king of tower speakers),
Roswell products are built to perform reliably from the day you unbox them.

→
→
→
→

roswellmarine.com
facebook.com/roswellwakeair
instagram.com/roswellmarine
twitter.com/roswellmarine

(FUN) CTION
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AVIATOR
C910-3150 (Narrow - Gloss White)
C910-3151 (Narrow - Matte Black)
C910-3108 (Wide - Gloss White)
C910-3109 (Wide - Matte Black)

Brushed anodized center section finish

Mounting block for racks
Patented cam latch & handle system

Billet aluminum feet and 316 stainless steel mounting hardware

The Aviator Tower is packed with premium and industry proven OEM features designed for the ultimate wakeboarding experience. Roswell’s patented cam
latch and handle system make folding the Aviator quick and easy. With a simplified low-profile universal mounting system that can be top or side
mounted, the Aviator will accommodate tower widths ranging from 80” to 98” with the narrow center section and tower widths from 86” to 104” with the
wide center section. The Aviator is fully pre-wired for lights, speakers, and a dedicated Roswell USCG approved Anchor Light mounting position.
Compatible with all Roswell accessories, the Aviator Tower comes standard with sturdy weld-on mounts for your favorite swivel/fixed rack, patented
weight-assist that makes folding the tower, making adjustments, or service work virtually effortless, as well as a matte black or gloss white painted finish.
Any way you look at it, the Aviator Tower is setting new standards in tower innovation and design, and will no doubt take your wakeboarding experience to
new heights.

TOWER FEATURES & DIMENSIONS
Narrow and wide dimensions are given with towers in top mount orientation. When rotating the tower mount in for side mounting, the orientation of the
mount will make the width dimension 1-3 inches less than these given measurements.

53”

19” 31”

Narrow 80” - 98”
Wide 86” - 104”

36”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patented weight-assist system
Forward folding universal tower
Patented cam latch & handle system
Universal low-profile mounting system
316 stainless steel mounting hardware
316 stainless steel rod ends
2 3/8” tower and 3” center section tubing
Telescoping center section allows tower
widths from 80” to 98”
• (Narrow) to 86” to 104” (Wide)

17”

•
•
•
•
•

Pre-wired for lights and speakers
Brushed anodized center section finish
Mounting options for swivel board racks and
fixed racks
Designed to work with Aviator Soft Top and
Shadow Top Bimini
SCHED 40 tubing

Towers

Towers
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CAM RT
C910-3120 (Narrow - Brushed Anodized)
C910-3121 (Narrow - Matte Black)
C910-3130 (Wide - Brushed Anodized)
C910-3131 (Wide - Matte Black)

Adjustable center section

Mounting block for speakers

Mounting block for racks

Billet aluminum feet and 316
stainless steel mounting hardware

The CAM RT Tower is another true innovation for Roswell, offering true OEM features on a modular universal tower. The CAM RT’s modular design enables
the tower to be broken down into smaller components for shipping. Roswell’s patented cam latch system makes folding the CAM RT quick and easy with
the simple twist of a handle. The tower is ideal as a top mount but with our low-profile universal mounting system, can easily adapt to be side mounted
and will accommodate tower widths ranging from 78” to 92” with the narrow center section and tower widths from 92” to 104” with the wide center section.
The CAM RT also includes pull strings for ease of wiring when adding lights and speakers. Compatible with all Roswell accessories, the CAM RT Tower
comes standard with sturdy weld-on inserts for a pair of Classic Fixed Speakers and your favorite swivel/fixed racks. Available in a painted matte black
finish or brushed anodized. The CAM RT Tower is your modular universal tower of choice for true OEM tower innovation and performance.

TOWER FEATURES & DIMENSIONS TOWER FEATURES & DIMENSIONS
Narrow and wide dimensions are given with towers in top mount orientation. When rotating the tower mount in for side mounting, the orientation of the
mount will make the width dimension 1-3 inches less than these given measurements.

50”
27”
Narrow 78” - 92”
Wide 90” - 104”
44”

•
•
•
•
•
•

Modular forward folding universal tower
Patented cam latch & handle system
Universal low-profile mounting system
316 stainless steel mounting hardware
1.9” tower and 2 3/8” center section tubing
Telescoping center section allows tower
widths from 78” to 92”
• (Narrow) to 90” to 104” (Wide)

29”

22”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pull strings for routing audio/12V wiring
Mounting options for swivel board racks and fixed racks
Mounting options for (1) pair fixed speakers
Available in brushed anodized and matte black paint finish
Designed to work with Sun Top
SCHED 40 tubing
Saltwater friendly (Brushed Anodized model only)

Towers

Towers
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AVX XL
C910-3114 (Wide - Brushed
C910-3115 (Wide - Matte Black)

Adjustable center section

Mounting blocks for speakers

Mounting blocks for speakers

Mounting blocks for racks

Billet aluminum feet and 316 stainless steel
mounting hardware

The AVX XL Tower offers OEM features on a universal tower at an affordable price. Roswell’s patented Cam Latch system makes the forward folding AVX
quick and easy with the simple twist of a handle. Compatible with most Roswell accessories, the AVX Tower comes standard with sturdy weld-on inserts
for your Classic Fixed Speakers and favorite swivel racks. The AVX Tower is available with a matte black or brushed anodized finish. The AVX is your
universal tower of choice for entry-level OEM tower function and performance. The extra height of this tower allows a side mount option to work great
while maintaining tons of headroom but can easily be top mounted as well. This will accommodate tower widths ranging from 87” to 105”. AVX also
conveniently includes pull strings for easy wiring when adding lights and speakers.

TOWER FEATURES & DIMENSIONS
Dimensions are given with towers in top mount orientation. When rotating the tower mount in for side mounting, the orientation of the mount will make the
width dimension 1-3 inches less than these given measurements.

62”

27”

87” - 105”
64”

• Forward folding universal tower
• Telescoping center section allows tower widths from 87” to
105”
• (Wide) and a narrow center section available separately if
needed (widths 77”-95”)
• Universal low-profile mounting system that is able to be
top or side mounted (No additional parts necessary)
• Patented cam latch & handle system
• Constructed with 1.9” side section and 2 3/8” center
section using SCHEDULE 40 tubing

•
•
•
•

316 stainless steel mounting hardware
7” x 3” backing plates included
Pull wires for routing audio and 12V wiring
Direct mounting options for fixed or swivel board racks and
(2) pair of fixed, single can speakers
• Available in brushed anodized and matte black finish
• Designed to work with Sun Top Bimini
• Saltwater friendly (Brushed Anodized model only)

Towers

Towers
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AREA 53
C910-1700 (Brushed Anodized)
C910-1701 (Matte Black)

Brushed anodized center section finish

Optionally folds forward

Optional tower release mount
Optional tower release mount
Optionally folds backward

The new Area 53 tower allows more people than ever to equip their boats with a tower to get started in wake sports. Featuring a new design concept the
Area 53 can be installed to fold forward or backward and because it is nearly half the weight of the CamRT it is super easy to fold down. Fixed board rack
mounts fit standard Roswell racks, and more Roswell accessories can be clamped to the 2-3/8in main tubes. Brand new low profile, satin finish, clear
anodized billet mounts allow for top or side mount installations, 316 stainless steel ball joints mount the feet to the tower and allow the feet to conform to
nearly any boat’s hull. With full stainless steel hardware throughout, high quality proven marine friendly finishes, Bimini option, and supplied with wiring
pull cables to easily add Classic Unison Speakers, or the Roswell Nav Light the Area 53 tower can give you what you need to have fun on the water for
years and years. Adding a Roswell tower to your boat has never been easier than it is now with the Area 53 tower.

TOWER FEATURES & DIMENSIONS
Dimensions are given with towers in top mount orientation. When rotating the tower mount in for side mounting, the orientation of the mount will make the
width dimension 1-3 inches less than these given measurements.

53”

23”

76” - 102”
52”

52”

• All new super lightweight design (approximately
50lbs)
• Easy to fold (can be setup to fold forwards or
backwards)
• Universal fit: Mounting Width 76” to 102”
• Top mount or side mount
• Pull strings for routing wires

• Mounting for 2 fixed racks built in. Additional accessories
can be added by using Roswell’s universal clamp
• Mounting tab for Roswell navigation light
• Designed to work with Area 53 Bimini
• Easy to build

LET THERE
BE SHADE.

Biminis

Towers & Accessories
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Shadow Top

Aviator Soft Top

C910-2021 (Brushed)
C910-2022 (White)

C910-2025 (Narrow)
C910-2026 (Wide)

The Shadow Top is a revolutionary bimini system featuring the first
patented walk through passageway with dual level coverage and
premium quality materials and finishes. It is the perfect bimini system
for your universal Aviator Wakeboard Tower and is set to keep you cool
in the shade while out on the water.

The Aviator Soft Top bimini seamlessly adds on to your Aviator tower
with easy-to-mount clamp arms and a collapsible bimini frame design.
The Soft Top is designed for Roswell’s Aviator tower.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Sunbrella® material with10 year fabric warranty
First ever removable canvas with walk through passageway
Dual level standing zones
316 stainless steel hardware
Simple folding mechanism with folding handles
Accessories fit seamlessly between tower and bimini
Not compatible with tower widths narrower than 85”
69” coverage length

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Sunbrella® material 10 year fabric warranty
Brushed anodized aluminum frame
Easily collapsible and stored on tower
316 stainless steel hardware
Storage boot included
Narrow bimini works with tower widths 80”-90”
Wide bimini works with tower widths 90”-104”
Compatible with Aviator Tower
69” coverage length

Sun Top

Area 53

C910-2027 (Narrow)
C910-2028 (Wide)

C910-1740 (Narrow)
C910-1741 (Wide)

The Sun Top bimini system is designed to work with CAM RT and AVX
XL Towers and is the perfect shade companion for sunny days out on
the water. The collapsible design allows full control of shaded areas in
your boat and folds up into a built in boot pocket for easy storage when
not in use while remaining on your tower for easy access at any time.

The Area 53 Bimini Top enhances the Area 53 tower by adding 50” of
shade coverage to your boat. Constructed from anodized aluminum
tubing the Bimini Top is easy to install and remove when you need
sunshine again.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Sunbrella® material with 10 year fabric warranty
Brushed anodized aluminum frame
Easily removable
Collapsible
316 stainless hardware
Built-in storage pocket
Narrow bimini works with tower widths 78”-90”
Wide bimini works with tower widths 90”-104”
Compatible with CAM RT and AVX Towers only
64” coverage length

•
•
•
•

50” coverage length
Anodized aluminum frame
Stainless steel hardware
Letom polyester fabric

Tower Packages

Packages
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CAM RT TOWER PACKAGES

Bronze

Silver

Gold

C910-3204 (Brushed)
C910-3205 (Black)

C910-3206 (Brushed)
C910-3207 (Black)

C910-3208 (Brushed)
C910-3209 (Black)

• CAM RT Tower - Brushed or Black
• (1) Anchor Light
• (2) ea. Elite Surf / Wake rack

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

CAM RT Tower - Brushed / Black
(1) Anchor Light
(2) ea. Elite Surf / Wake Rack
(1) Sun Top

CAM RT Tower - Brushed / Black
(1) Anchor Light
(2) ea. Elite Surf / Wake Rack
(1) Sun Top
(1) pair Classic Fixed Speakers
(1) Roswell Mirror & Windshield Mount

AVIATOR TOWER PACKAGES

Bronze

Silver

Gold

C910 - 3210 (Black)
C910 - 3211 (White)

C910-3212 (Black)
C910-3213 (White)

C910 - 3214 (Black)
C910 - 3215 (White)

• Aviator Tower - Black / White
• (1) Anchor Light
• (2) ea. Elite Surf / Wake Rack

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Aviator Tower - Black / White
(1) Anchor Light
(2) ea. Elite Surf / Wake Rack
(1) Soft Top
(2) Mag Swivel
(1) Roswell Mirror & Windshield Mount

Aviator Tower - Black / White
(1) Anchor Light
(2) ea. Elite Surf / Wake Rack
(1) Shadow Top (Brushed for Black, White
for White)
• (2) Mag Swivel
• (1) Roswell Mirror & Windshield Mount
• (1) Rope Hooks

Tower Packages

Packages
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AREA 53 TOWER PACKAGES

Bronze

Silver

Gold

C910-3216 (Brushed)
C910-3217 (Black)

C910-3218 (Brushed)
C910-3219 (Black)

C910-3220 (Brushed)
C910-3221 (Black)

• Area 53 Tower - Brushed / Black
• (1) Anchor Light
• (2) ea. Classic Racks

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Area 53 Tower - Brushed / Black
(1) Anchor Light
(2) ea. Classic Racks
(1) Area 53 Bimini
(1) Roswell Mirror & Windshield Mount

Area 53 Tower - Brushed / Black
(1) Anchor Light
(2) ea. Classic Racks
(1) Area 53 Bimini
(1) Roswell Mirror & Windshield Mount
(1) pr. Classic Unison Speakers

DON’T
STRAP IT.

Biminis

Towers & Accessories
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TRITON
C910-1730

Flexible overmolded Thermoplastic polyurethane grab
arm head flexes to fit any shape of board

Telescopic arm allows for boards up to 23” wide

Sandblasted / Anodized finish

Tine slots accommodate boards up to 2.75” thick

10mm Seadek foam for ultimate protection of fragile
boards

Telescopic arm can be adjusted so that dedicated slots
have smaller or larger gaps to account for width
changes of kids wakeboards vs. large surfboards
Hard duro Thermoplastic polyurethane wakeboard
groove

Patent Pending

Triton Overview

We set out to create a rack that didn’t
discriminate. A rack that’s easier to use than

• Billet aluminum tines & crossbars designed
to hold

ever before. A rack that offers more than

• 2 surfboards, 2 wakeboards or 1 of each.

competitor racks. A rack that looks and works

• Durable Sandblasted / Anodized finish.

completely different than anything out there.

• Dual density board protection.

Triton is that rack.

• 10mm Seadek foam for ultimate protection
of fragile boards.
• Hard duro TPU Wakeboard groove.
• Telescopic grab arm designed to fit boards
a maximum of 23 inches wide.
• Adjustable grab arms designed to allow
for secure fit of kids or adult boards of any
shape or size up to 2.75 inches thick.

•

Flexible overmolded TPU grab arm head
fits any shape of board.

• Vertical board orientation allows wet
boards to drip outside of boat.
• Vertical board orientation and grab head
design decreases frequency of rope
catching when picking up riders.
• Board orientation provides improved
ergonomics for inserting and removing
boards.
• SS Hardware.
• Compatible with all Roswell aftermarket
towers and swivels.

RACK IT.

Board Racks

Towers & Accessories
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ELITE SERIES
OVERMOLDED ELITE RACKS
All overmolded Elite Series racks are saltwared friendly. They feature a brushed anodized backing plate with black RWA logo medallion and integrated
webbed bungee strap with loop. Additional overmolded product details are listed below each product including product function and tine dimensions.

Dual Surf

Surf Wake

Board Rack

Surf XL

C910-2032

C910-2031

C910-2030

C910-2035

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Two surfboards
Surfboard gap = 2.75” inches
Tine spread = 10” inches
Saltwater Friendly

One surfboard & one wakeboard
Surfboard gap = 2.375” inches
Wakeboard gap = 1.15” inches
Tine spread = 10” inches
Saltwater Friendly

Holds two wakeboards
Wakeboard gap = 1.15” inches
Tine spread = 10” inches
Saltwater Friendly

Two large style surfboards
Surfboard gap = 2.75” inches
Tine spread = 29” inches
Saltwater Friendly

BRUSHED ANODIZED & CLEAR COAT ELITE RACKS
All other Elite Series racks feature either a brushed anodized or clear coat finish with black RWA logo medallion and integrated webbed bungee strap with
loop. Additional prodvtails are listed below including product function and tine dimensions.

Ski

Knee / Wake

Kneeboard

C910-2034
• One pair of water skis
• Water ski gap = 1” inch
• Tine spread = 29” inches
• Brushed clear coated ski tines
• Brushed anodized backing plate

C910-2040
• One kneeboard & one wakeboard
• Kneeboard gap = 5” inches
• Wakeboard gap = 1.15” inches
• Tine spread = 10” inches
• Brushed anodized tines
• Billet brushed anodized backing
plate
• Saltwater Friendly

C910-2033
• One kneeboard
• Kneeboard gap = 5” inches
• Tine spread = 10” inches
• Brushed anodized tines
• Billed brushed anodized backing
plate
• Saltwater Friendly

OVERMOLDED RACK
This rack features billet overmolded tines and a brushed clear coated aluminum backing plate as well as integrated webbed bungee strap with 316
stainless steel clip.

Classic Rack
C910-2019
• Two wakeboards
• Wakeboard gap = 1.15” inches
• Tine spread = 10” inches
Replacement Tines:

Replacement Bungees:

Backing Plate:

Dual Surf

Surf Wake

Board Rack

Knee/Wake

Kneeboard

Bungee / Loop

Bungee / SS Clip

Backing Plate

C910-2038

C910-2037

C910-2036

C810-0103

C910-2039

C710-0105

C710-0104

C810-0101

Board Racks, Clamps, & Adapters

Towers & Accessories
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Universal Clamp

3 Inch Clamp

Swivel Clamp Adaptor

C910-0023

C910-0047

C910-0053

The Universal Clamp is a complete mounting
system that comes standard with a brushed clear
coated aluminum finish, 1.9 and 2 3/8” standard
plastic inserts, and stainless steel hardware. The
Universal Clamp is compatible with all Roswell
board racks as well as most towers on the
market.

The 3” Universal Clamp is designed to work with
up to 3” diameter tower tubing and comes
standard with 1.9, 2 3/8, 3” plastic inserts. If you
have a tower with larger tubing, the wait is finally
over!

The Swivel Clamp Adaptor is designed to provide
a transition between your universal clamp and
swivel board rack. Most tower tubing isn’t level,
so how do you level your clamped swivel board
rack? Roswell’s Swivel Clamp Adaptor provides
accurate degrees of rotation that allows you to
level your swivel board rack no matter what
tower you’re mounting to.

• Brushed clear coated aluminum finish
• Includes 1.9” and 2 3/8” clamp inserts
• Optional plastic insert sizes available for
purchase: 1.6”, 2.0”, 2.5”
• Compatible with all Roswell products
• 360° rotational insert allows multiple
mounting positions

• Brushed anodized finish
• Machined from Billet aluminum
• Includes standard with 1.9, 2 3/8, 3” clamp
inserts
• Available for purchase: 2.25”, 2.5”, and 2.85”
clamp inserts
• Compatible with all Roswell Products
• 360° rotational insert allows multiple
mounting positions
• Saltwater Friendly

Mag Swivel

SI Swivel
C910-0062

C910-0049

The SI Swivel system is a competitively priced
upgrade to increase the convenience and
functionality of your board rack. With three
locking positions, the SI Swivel allows safe
loading and unloading of your boards without
concern of dropping your board or damaging
your boating equipment. Also includes adaptor
plate for mounting SI Swivel to Universal Clamp.

The MAG Swivel is the world’s first magnetic
board rack swivel and is a true OEM upgrade for
any Roswell board rack. The MAG Swivel’s
patent pending magnetic technology offers a
smooth and easy to use operation for any age.
With 2 locking positions and a brushed anodized
finish, this swivel is the ultimate board rack
upgrade.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Brushed anodized finish
• World’s first patent pending magnetic board
rack swivel
• Machined from Billet Aluminum
• 2 Locking positions (90º out of boat and 90º
into boat)
• When used with clamp, Swivel Clamp Adapter
required for level swivel motion
• Swivel Clamp Adaptor not required with
Roswell Tower Mounting Block
• To lock or unlock you must compress
dampeners
• Saltwater friendly

Brushed anodized finish
Upgrade for any Roswell rack
Easy pull manual locking pin
Adaptor plate for Universal Clamp
Machined from Billet Aluminum
Anti-vibration rubber dampener
To lock or unlock you must compress
dampeners
• Saltwater friendly

Clamp Inserts:

3” Clamp Inserts

Universal Clamp Inserts

C910-0050 (1.9”)
C910-0055 (2.25”)
C910-0051 (2.5”)
C910-0056 (2.85”)

C910-0035 (1.6”)
C910-0036 (2”)
C910-0037 (2.5”)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Brushed anodized finish
Easily level your clamped swivel board rack
Accurate degrees of rotation
Compatible with Roswell clamp and swivels
Machined from Billet Aluminum
Saltwater friendly

STYLE.
LIFE.

Other Accessories

Towers & Accessories
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Mirror Mount Combo

Mirror

Mirror Mount

C910-0061

C910-0044

C910-0059

Roswell’s new Windshield Mirror Mount
combo includes the Roswell Mirror and an
adjustable mounting clamp designed to fit
most windshield headers with a soft rubber
padding to prevent any damage.

The Roswell Mirror displays an asymmetrical
design and features a wide viewing angle
with a thumb grip area for easy angle
adjustment. The large ergonomic knob
secures the mirror in position and keeps it
there making sure you always have an eye on
the action.

Roswell’s new Windshield Mirror Mount
includes an adjustable mounting clamp
designed to fit most windshield headers with
a soft rubber padding to prevent any damage.
The articulating mirror arm and clamp are
perfect for optimal mirror positioning for a
clear view of the rider.

• Asymmetrical design with wide viewing
angle
• Thumb grip area for mirror adjustment
• Large ergonomic handle to secure mirror
in desired position

• Adjustable mounting clamp fits most
windshield headers
• Soft rubber padding prevents damage to
windshield
• Articulating mirror arm for optimal
positioning
• Quick fold for use with boat cover

Elite Mirror Arm

Rope Hooks

Deflector

C910-0038

C910-0019

C910-1750

The adjustable Elite Mirror Arm cleans up
your windshield area by placing the mirror up
and into a clear view of the rider. Designed to
work with four point towers, its universal
mounting design features numerous points of
articulation for unlimited adjustment and a
range of available clamp inserts to fit up to
five sizes of tubing. Its stylish cast aluminum
body is rock solid and designed to work
perfectly with our Roswell Mirror.

Say goodbye to lost or tangled ropes in your
boat’s compartments. Roswell Rope Hooks
neatly and safely stores your excess tow rope
with a simple twisting motion. Rope Hook
ends lock rope in place to prevent unraveling
and dangling rope in your boat while
underway. Easily mounts onto 1.9 to 3” tubing
in minutes without holes or leaving scars on
your tower.

Roswell’s new Deflector wake shaper installs
in a matter of seconds and provides a clean,
surfable wave. The Deflector’s made of
marine friendly materials that will hold up to
the environment.

• Adjustable mounting clamp fits most
windshield headers
• Soft rubber padding prevents damage to
windshield
• Articulating mirror arm for optimal
positioning
• Quick fold for use with boat cover

• Comes standard with 1.9” and 2 3/8” clamp
inserts
• Plastic inserts available for purchase: 1.6”,
2.0”, & 2.5”
• Dual articulation points
• Three way adjustable swivel
• Brushed and clearcoated aluminum finish
• Roswell machined logo

Anchor Light
C910-0018
•
•
•
•
•

Brushed clear anodized finish
Attwood all-round LED light
Mounts easily to tower
Fits 1.9” & 2 ⅜” tubing
USCG approved

• Neatly stores your tow rope
• Rope Hook rotates for ease of rope
removal
• Rope Hook ends lock rope in place to
prevent unraveling
• Installs in minutes onto all tubing sizes
from 1.9” to 3”
• No need to drill holes

Step Pad

C910-0052 (Grey)
C910-0054 (Brown)
•
•
•
•

Durable and shock absorbent
16” length x 3” width
Provides added traction
SeaDek® non-absorbent EVA foam

• High density foam float block in case of
accidental release
• Universal suction cup mount requires no
drilling or hull modifications
• Increased suction cup foot print versus
competitors
• Billet aluminum suction cup block
• Superior suction power

LET
THERE
BE
LIGHT.
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Lightbars & Underwater Lighting
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LIGHTBAR
LIGHTBAR
This lightbar tower lighting features a brushed anodized aluminium finish with 316 stainless steel bracket. Lightbars come with dual speakon quick
connectors and lights can be rotated to face front and back.

Nightvision 4
C910-1722
• 4x articulating 3W HP LED lamps
• Blue lens LED courtesy light
• Polycarbonate LED lenses

NIGHTWATER SERIES
UNDERWATER LIGHTING
The Nightwater Series underwater features a clear glass lense, polished 316 stainless steel housing ring, and 12V LED’s. Nightwater series lights also boast
a lamp life of approximately 50,000 hours.

Nightwater L6
C910-0015 (Blue)
C910-0016 (White)
• 6 LED’s per light
• 1-year limited warranty

READY
FOR
CHANGE.

Roswell Legacy
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100 WATTS RMS
SENSITIVITY

90dB @ 1W/1M

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE

50Hz - 20kHz

IMPEDANCE

4Ω

Roswell Legacy
Growing into a global company is not easy.

Now in the year 2017, we are incredibly

In addition to improved audio quality, a

And making choices to enter new product

proud to push the boundaries of our own

major advantage of a component-style

categories is not easy either. At Roswell we

design and innovation to a marine audio

marine speaker is that it leaves no gaps that

believe that innovative design is a

technology in a league all it’s own. The R1 is

could allow water to penetrate from the

requirement. We exist to push the

designed to change the way we listen and

front side of the speaker to the rear,

boundaries of our industry whether

enjoy the overall marine audio experience,

significantly reducing the risk of corrosion

introducing new products that have never

in all environments, from the freshwater

on sensitive internal components. The

existed before, or creating improved

calm of the intercontinental lakes and rivers,

plastic exterior components of the speaker

products in categories that align with our

to the saltwater sensations of the sea. The

are made using Centrex, a specialized

core values. When we decided to enter

R1 is the story of one speaker, one sound,

plastic that offers very high moisture, salt

Marine Audio nearly 10 years ago, we

one love, but for any application, in any

and UV resistance. materials and

introduced the now industry standard 6510

boat, anywhere. The R1 is a component

components have been chosen and

Series speakers, something we’re very

speaker with coaxially mounted 1” silk dome

designed to offer the maximum resistance

proud to say continues to be a staple of the

tweeter.

to rust, corrosion, salt, UV, and humidity.

industry.

In-Boat Speakers

Featured Product
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R1 8” IN-BOAT SPEAKER

Locking trim ring / conceals all
hardware

Speaker Grille

R1 omnidirectional tweeter
R1 speaker component

Concealed integrated 12DB/OCT
crossover network
Integrated flying lead
connection for easy installation
in tight spaces

The R1 grills have been designed to allow

In order to provide an aesthetic appeal that

The speaker also uses a 10” flying lead

for maximum acoustic performance while

is as equally impressive as the acoustic

connector that increases ease of install. A

still offering very good coverage for high

performance, we designed a locking trim

secondary benefit to this is reducing the

durability in environments where the

ring that hides all exterior fasteners for a

number of areas where corrosion can

speakers could be subject to impact. All

clean final install appearance. All key

potentially take hold by eliminating

The tweeters on the R1 have been

components of the speakers have a

traditional basket mounted wire terminals.

painstakingly designed to have very good

proprietary molecular coating that provides

The R1 speaker cones and surrounds are

on and off axis response, meaning that

high UV and environmental resistance

co- molded to eliminate the use of adhesive

typically directional treble/high frequencies

without adding any significant mass to the

where these two parts meet, providing a

appear much more omnidirectional. This is

moving components, leading to improved

much stronger bond than traditional

very beneficial in in- boat applications where

durability without compromising acoustic

methods.

one rarely has an opportunity to install

performance.

speakers in ideal listening locations. Our
speakers are Klippel tested and certified to
guarantee acoustic performance.

In-Boat Speakers
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R1 SERIES
R1 IN-BOAT SPEAKERS
The R1 speakers are the latest addition to Roswell’s marine audio lineup. They are purpose-built for extreme durability, acoustic performance, and style.
These coaxially-mounted component speakers feature a 25mm/1” silk dome tweeter, an integrated 12 dB/OCT crossover network, on-board RGB LED
lighting, and a flying lead connector for easy installation in tight spaces. Each speaker also includes a locking trim ring which conceals all hardware after
installation. All materials and components have been chosen and designed to offer the maximum resistance to rust, corrosion, salt, UV, and humidity.

R1 8” In-Boat

R1 6.5” In-Boat

C920-1610 (White Grill)
C920-1611 (Black Grill)

C920-1600 (White Grill)
C920-1601 (Black Grill)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Power: 100 WATTS RMS
Sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1W/1M
Frequency Response: 50 Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance: 4 Ohms
Extreme saltwater and UV
resistance

Power: 80 WATTS RMS
Sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1W/1M
Frequency Response: 60 Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance: 4 Ohms
Extreme saltwater and UV
resistance

6510 SERIES
COAXIAL SPEAKERS
The RMA 6510 coaxial speaker delivers a wide range of sonic depth, focusing on mid bass level performance and balancing the higher frequencies for a
uniform sound. A staple of the Roswell Marine Audio lineup, these speakers are hard to keep on the shelves; people can’t get enough of them!

6510 In-Boat

6510 In-Boat

C920-0006

C920-3032 (White Grill)
C920-3030 (Black Grill)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Power rating: 75W RMS / 150W Peak
Frequency response: 70Hz – 20kHz
Impedance: 4 Ω
Polished stainless steel grills
20mm broad dispersion silk dome
tweeter
Rigid powder coated steel frame
Butyl rubber surround
RMA 6510 coaxial speaker
Cut out dimensions: 5.59 inches
(142mm)
Mounting depth: 2.87 inches (73mm)

LED Night Rings:

6.5” LED Night Rings

C920-0016 (Clear)
C920-0018 (Blue)
C920-0019 (Red)

•
•
•
•
•

Power rating: 75W RMS / 150W Peak
Frequency response: 70Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance 4 Ω
20mm broad dispersion silk dome
tweeter
Rigid powder coated steel frame
Butyl rubber surround
RMA 6510 coaxial speaker
Cut out dimensions: 5.59 inches
(142mm)
Mounting depth: 2.87 inches (73mm)

Tower Speakers

Marine Audio
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R1 SERIES
R1 TOWER SPEAKERS
The R1 tower speakers are a great addition to any marine audio system. We took all the features and performance of the R1 in-boats and integrated into a
durable aluminum housing, so you can enjoy your music while riding behind the boat or chilling on the sandbar. All housing components are either
anodized or painted to ensure they will not only hold up in harsh environments but also look good doing it.

R1 8” Tower Speaker

R1 6.5” Tower Speaker

C920-1710

C920-1700

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Power: 100 WATTS RMS
Sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1W/1M
Frequency Response: 50 Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance: 4 Ohms
3” anodized aluminum clamp
Extreme saltwater and UV
resistance

Power: 80 WATTS RMS
Sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1W/1M
Frequency Response: 60 Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance: 4 Ohms
3” anodized aluminum clamp
Extreme saltwater and UV
resistance

CLASSIC TOWER SOUND

Classic Unison

Classic Fixed

Aquatone 6.5 HLCD

C920-3031

C910-4110

C920-1002

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Power rating: 75W RMS / 150W Peak
Frequency response: 70Hz – 20kHz
Impedance: 4 Ω
Deutsch wiring system
RCA wiring harness
RMA 6510 coaxial speaker
Single mortar style housing
Brushed anodized aluminum finish
Brushed clear coated Universal
Clamps
• Custom designed plastic speaker
grills

Power rating: 75W RMS / 150W Peak
Frequency response: 70Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance 4 Ω
Deutsch wiring system
RCA wiring harness
RMA 6510 coaxial speaker
Single mortar style housing
Brushed anodized aluminum finish
Brushed clear coated Universal
Clamps
• Custom designed plastic speaker
grills

Clamp Adapters:

•
•
•
•
•

Power rating: 100W RMS / 250W Peak
Frequency response: 80Hz - 20kHz
Impedance: 4 Ω
RMA 6.5 inch Horn Loaded Compression
Driver
Deutsch or through-clamp wiring options
Bright dip brushed anodized finish
clear LED accent ring
Blue or Red rings available for purchase
316 stainless steel bezel

Aquatone LED Night Rings

MC Aquatone Adapter

MC Hanging Speaker Adapter

Aquatone LED Night Rings

C920-0021

C920-0022

C920-0026 (Red)
C920-0025 (Blue)

NEPTUNE.

Tower Speakers

Marine Audio
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NEPTUNE SERIES
NEPTUNE 8.0
The Neptune boasts an 8 inch midbass driver and 1 inch titanium compression driver. It screams premium quality with spokeless stainless steel grills,
anodized aluminum housing, and LED accent lighting in just the right places. Don’t be fooled by companies obsessed with wattage ratings, these speakers
lead the industry with over a 97 dB @ 1W/1M sensitivity, meaning you can get more sound with less power. When paired with the RMA 500.2 amplifier, you
have never heard anything that compares with these speakers.

Neptune 8.0

MC Neptune 8.0

C920-1001

C920-1003

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power handling: 200W RMS / 400W Peak
Frequency response: 60Hz – 20kHz
Impedance: 4 Ω
Spokeless stainless steel grills
Anodized aluminum housing with
stainless steel accents
Interior and exterior LED accents
8” PRO Series Midbass Driver
1” PRO Series Titanium Compression Driver
3” anodized aluminum clamp

Power handling: 200W RMS / 400W Peak
Frequency response: 60Hz – 20kHz
Impedance: 4 Ω
Spokeless stainless steel grills
Anodized aluminum housing with
stainless steel accents
Interior and exterior LED accents
8” PRO Series Midbass Driver
1” PRO Series Titanium Compression Driver

Subwoofers & Accessories

Marine Audio
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1211 DVC
NEPTUNE 8.0
The 1211 DVC is a 12” high-output subwoofer with a mounting depth of just 3.37 inches (85mm). Packaged with a polished stainless steel speaker grill,
stainless mounting hardware, and a stainless coin badge finished with a laser etched Roswell Marine Audio logo.

1211 DVC Subwoofer
C920-0009
• Power rating: 400W RMS / 800W
Peak
• Frequency response: 20Hz - 220Hz
• Impedance: 4 Ω (per coil)
• Mica-infused polypropylene cone
• Powerful neodymium motor
• Dual 3” voice coils
• Mounting depth: 3.37 inches (85mm)
• Pairs perfectly with our 600.1
amplifier

1211 DVC ACCESSORIES
SUBWOOFER ACCESSORIES
Choose from a variety of ported subwoofer enclosures, LED light rings, and compartment vents.

1211 DVC Ported Sub Enclosure

G-Series Ported Sub Enclosure

Compartment Vent

C920-0225

C920-0227 (Brown)
C920-0230 (Grey)

C920-0211

• Made from durable waterproof
materials
• Custom designed for our 1211 DVC”
Subwoofer
• Pre-wrapped with quality carpet
• Dimensions: 19” h x 15” w x 12.25” d

• Durable waterproof materials with
protective Sea-Dek® cover
• Designed to maximize output of 1211
DVC Subwoofer and fit seamlessly
inside G Series observer seat
compartment

• Simple installation
• Made from durable StarBoard®
• Ideal companion for 1211 DVC Ported
Sub Enclosure or G-Series Ported Sub
Enclosure

LED Night Rings:

12” LED Night Rings

C920-0204(Clear)
C920-0205 (Blue)
C920-0206 (Red)

Amplifiers

Marine Audio
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RMA SERIES

RMA 500.2

RMA 600.1

C920-0030

C920-0029

Roswell’s RMA 500.2 Amplifier is a super-efficient Class D
bridgeable 2 channel design. With conformal-coated PCBs and
gold-plated RCA and wire terminals to stand up to harsh marine
environments, this amp can take a beating while effortlessly
cranking out serious power. The RMA 500.2 has a compact
footprint that still delivers premium sound. This amp is incredibly
versatile. Used in 2-channel mode, the 500.2 is an ideal match for
our Neptune and Aquatone tower speakers.

Roswell’s RMA 600.1 Amplifier is a mono block super-efficient
Class D design. This amp is perfect for powering one of our 1211
DVC subwoofers. Complete marine grading highlights the quality of
materials used to protect against harsh marine environments,
including conformal coated PCB boards and gold plated RCA and
wire terminals. The RMA 600.1 has an ideal compact size and
delivers premium sound power and quality.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power: 150W x 2 @ 4Ω / 250W x 2 @ 2Ω
Bridged: 500W x 1 @ 4Ω
Bridgeable 2 Channel Design
Frequency Response: 10Hz-34kHz
Built-in Crossovers (FULL/Hi-Pass/Bandpass)
HPF 10Hz~150Hz * LPF 30Hz~150Hz
Bass EQ 0~12dB @ 45Hz
Input Sensitivity: 0.2-5.0V
Signal to noise ratio: >105dB
Remote Gain Module included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power: 350W x 1 @ 4Ω / 600W x 1 @ 2Ω
Frequency Response: 10Hz- 150Hz
Built-in Crossover (LPF) 40Hz-150Hz
Bass EQ 0-12dB@ 45Hz
Subsonic Filter: 15Hz-55Hz
Input Sensitivity: 0.2-5.0V
Signal to noise ratio: >110dB
Remote Gain Module included

RMA 600.4

RMA 800.5

C920-0031

C920-0032

Roswell’s RMA 600.4 Amplifier is a bridgeable 4-channel Class D
design that features an extremely flexible crossover network
allowing full range, high-pass, low-pass and bandpass applications.
With conformal-coated PCBs and gold-plated RCA and wire
terminals to stand up to harsh marine environments, this amp can
take a beating while effortlessly cranking out serious power. The
RMA 600.4 has great output for its compact size and is able to
deliver unmatched sound power and quality across your entire
boat. It also has an innovative “Double” switch, allowing you to
deliver the exact same signal across all 4 channels when powering
identical speakers, without separately tuning each pair of channels.
Capable of powering up to eight 4Ω speakers when wired 2 per
channel in parallel, this amp is a perfect match for our 6510 in-boat,
R1 in-boat and R1 tower speakers.

Roswell’s RMA 800.5 Amplifier is a 5-channel class D design that
features an extremely flexible crossover network allowing full
range, high-pass, low-pass and bandpass applications. With
conformal-coated PCBs and gold-plated RCA and wire terminals to
stand up to harsh marine environments, this amp can take a beating
while effortlessly powering your entire audio system. With 4 stereo
channels and 1 mono sub channel, this amplifier is capable of
powering your whole boat in one compact, affordable amp. If you
want serious sound quality out on the water but don’t feel the need
to wake up the neighbors across the lake, this amp is for you.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power: 90W x 4 @ 4Ω / 150W x 4 @ 2Ω
Bridged 300W x 2 @ 4Ω
Frequency Response: 10Hz-40kHz
Bridgeable 4-Channel Design
CH1 & 2 Built-in Crossover (FULL/HPF/DOUBLE)
CH3 & 4 Built-in Crossover (FULL/BPF/HPF)
HPF 10Hz~400HZ * LPF 30Hz~150Hz
Bass EQ 0~12db@ 45Hz (CH3 & 4)
Input Sensitivity: 0.2-5.0V
Signal to noise ratio: >102dB

•
•
•
•
•
•

Power: 75W x 4 + 250W @ 4 Ω / 100W x 4 + 375W @ 2Ω
Freq. Response: 10Hz-50kHz / 10Hz-150Hz (CH5)
Ch1 & 2 Built-in Crossover (FULL/HPF)
Ch3 & 4 Built-in Crossover (FULL/BPF/HPF)
HPF 10Hz~400Hz * LPF 10Hz~150Hz
Ch5 Subwoofer *Built-in Crossover (LPF) 40~150Hz Subsonic
15Hz~55Hz Bass boost 0~12dB@45Hz
• Remote Gain Module included

Audio Accessories

Marine Audio
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Amp Wiring Kit

Dual Zone Volume Control

Cybox Bluetooth Receiver

C920-0033

C920-0300

C920-0013

In order to deliver the highest quality in sound
and performance, Roswell has developed its
own wiring accessories to join all your RMA
products together. Everything you need to
install and connect two amplifiers (except the
amps themselves) is included in this package.

Tired of taking your eyes off the water to dig
through poorly-designed head unit menus just
to adjust the balance between your in-boat
and tower speakers? Tired of spending
obnoxious sums of cash on head units so
crammed full of gimmicks that the audio
quality is a mere afterthought, when all you
REALLY wanted was convenient zone control?
So are we. That’s why we created the Dual
Zone Volume Control. With this elegant analog
solution, you can enhance your system’s
performance by conveniently controlling your
in-boat and tower speaker volumes
independently and on-the-fly. Have a
conversation in the cockpit while your rider
rocks out, or pump up the music in the cockpit
without waking up the neighbors with your
tower speakers. Pairs perfectly with our 5
Meter 6 Channel RCA cable.

The Roswell Cybox is a Bluetooth receiver that
allows you to listen to music on your boat from
any Bluetooth enabled wireless device up to
20 feet away. Simply power the Cybox and
connect the outputs directly to your head unit
or amplifier. Cybox supports aptX , A2DP, and
AVRCP profiles optimized for real-time audio
streaming. With a built-in line driver, the Cybox
produces a line-level output voltage that
allows it to function as a standalone unit,
eliminating the need for raising the gain
settings to unwanted noisy levels, and allows
your amplifiers to achieve their optimal output.
Play your favorite music from your wireless
device on your boat’s audio system and never
miss a beat again.

• Highest quality marine grade wiring kit in
the industry
• Satin-finish high-conductivity blocks with
gold-plated hardware
• (1) Satin Gold Plated Power Fused
Distribution Block - (1) 1/0 AWG/4 AWG in,
(2) 4 AWG/8 AWG out
• (1) Satin Gold Plated Power Ground
Distribution Block - (1) 1/0 AWG/4 AWG in,
(2) 4 AWG/8 AWG out
• (1) Satin Gold Plated Inline Fuse Holder 1/0 AWG in/out with 4 AWG reducers
• (1) Gold Plated 80 Amp Mini ANL Fuse
• (2) Gold Plated 50 Amp Mini ANL Fuses
• (1) Gold Plated 40 Amp Mini ANL Fuse
• (1) Gold Plated 80 Amp ANL Fuse
• (1) Gold Plated 100 Amp ANL Fuse
• (1) Gold Plated 150 Amp ANL Fuse
• 15 feet 4GA. Satin Blue Power Wire – 105°C
rated, tinned OFC full spec copper
• (1) Gold Plated 4GA. Brass Terminal Ring
with Red Boot & M10 bolt
• 15 feet 4GA. Satin Charcoal Ground Wire –
105°C rated, tinned OFC full spec copper
• (1) Gold Plated 4GA. Brass Terminal Ring
with Black Boot & M10 bolt
• 10 feet 18GA. Frosted Blue Remote Wire –
tinned OFC full spec copper
• (2) 2 meter Gold Plated Smoked Jacket,
Quad Shielded RCA Cables
• (2) RCA Y-Adapter (1F to 2M)
• (2) RCA Y-Adapter (1M to 2F)
• (12) 4” Black Cable Ties
• (6) Stainless Steel 3.9 x 16mm Screws
• (2) Gold Plated M8 Washers (ID: 8.4mm, OD:
16mm)

•
•
•
•

Independent volume control for 2 zones
Simple installation
Dual logarithmic pots for intuitive response
Connects with 6 gold-plated female RCA
connectors
• Quad-shielded cable for the ultimate in
noise rejection

• Bluetooth® 3.0 - supports aptX®, A2DP,
and AVRCP audio profiles
• Dimensions: 3.75” x 2.75” x 1”
• Three 3.5mm output jacks
• Can connect directly to amplifiers or be
used as an auxiliary input
• Integrated voltage selection switch to
reduce voltage for use as an aux input

Tower Wiring Harness

RGB Remote & Controller

C910-5021

C920-1620

Roswell’s Tower Wiring Harness contains 8
insulated and colour-coded 16 gauge copper
wires with a total length of 15 feet (4.5m).

Take full control of the RGB LED’s in the R1
series speakers with this easy-to-use
controller and remote. Choose from any of 20
pre-programmed colors and patterns, or take
the light-show up a notch with 15 modes that
actually react to your music as it plays.

•
•
•
•
•
•

8 Insulated colour coded 16 gauge
copper wires - 15ft (4.5m) included
Full body protection insulation
Male and female Speakon connections
316 stainless steel mounting hardware
Quick connects

• RF Control (requires 2 AAA batteries)
• Conformally coated PCB’s for marine
durability
• 20 standard LED modes
• 15 music-responsive LED modes
• Powers up to 430 watts of RGB LED’s

Audio Accessories
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5M 6-Channel RCA Cable

5M 2-Channel RCA Cable

.5M 2 Channel RCA Cable

C920-0325

B720-0323

B720-0320

Roswell’s 5M 6-Channel Cable carries three
channel pairs through a single cable for easy
installations that save time, money, and hassle.
It can be used to power up to three amplifiers
while still retaining full head unit functionality.
Quad-shielded protection offers the ultimate
noise-rejection, ensuring a clean line-level
signal. This cable also pairs perfectly with our
new Dual Zone Volume Control.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

5 meter length (16.5 ft)
Gold-plated RCA connectors
Quad-shielded cable for the ultimate in
marine durability and noise rejection.

• 5 meter length (16.5 ft)
• Carry signal to up to 3 amps direct from
the head unit, or pair with our Dual Zone
Control
• Gold-plated RCA connectors
• Quad-shielded cable for the ultimate in
marine durability and noise rejection.

Distribution Block 1 In 2 Out

Distribution Block 1 In 4 Out

B720-0540 (Fused)
B720-0541 (Ground)

B720-0542 (Fused)
B720-0543 (Ground)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

(1) 1/0 input with 4 AWG reducer
(2) 4 AWG outputs with 8 AWG reducers
Satin-finish high-conductivity blocks
with gold-plated hardware
High-impact plastic base and cover

(3) 1/0 inputs with 4 AWG reducers
(4) 4 AWG outputs with 8 AWG reducers
Satin-finish high-conductivity blocks
with gold-plated hardware
High-impact plastic base and cover

5 meter length (1.64 ft)
Gold-plated RCA connectors
Quad-shielded cable for the ultimate in
marine durability and noise rejection.

WE ARE
DREAMERS.

Audio Packages
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6510 In-Boat Package

R1 In-Boat Package

C920-2550 (Black)
C920-2551 (White)

C920-2557 (Black)
C920-2556 (White)

• (2) pr. 6510 6.5” In-Boat Speakers
• (1) Cybox Bluetooth Receiver
• (1) RMA 600.4 Amplifier

•
•
•
•
•
•

(2) pr. R1 6.5” In-Boat Speakers
(1) Cybox Bluetooth Receiver
(1) Dual Zone Volume Control
(1) RMA 600.4 Amplifier
(1) RGB R1 Controller
(2) 2M 2 Channel RCA cable

1211 DVC Package

Titanium Audio Package

C920-2555

C920-2504

• (1) 1211 DVC Subwoofer
• (1) RMA 600.1 Amplifier

•
•
•
•

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

pr. Neptune 8.0
Marine Amp Wiring Kit
RMA 500.2
Cybox Bluetooth Receiver
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DEFINITION.
We sincerely hope that you enjoy your time on the water with our products.

The content in this catalog is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous content for Roswell products. Every effort has been made to
ensure the information in it is correct at the time of going to press. Due to a policy of continuous development, Roswell Global Inc. reserves the right to
modify technical data without notice. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means without the prior
written permission of Roswell Global Inc. All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective holders. 08/2016
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